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POETRY

POETRY IS JUST
THE EVIDENCE OF
LIFE. IF YOUR LIFE
IS BURNING WELL,
POETRY IS JUST
THE ASH.
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Misplaced Tree
Megan Jenkins
I am a misplaced tree.
I was planted in a garden where I was not originally seeded.
As a sprout, I was ripped at my roots
and replanted in a new garden.
It does not matter if this new garden was better,
I was still ripped from the ground;
Never capable of planting the deeper roots,
Never knowing the full ancestral tree that made me,
Never feeling like I belong in either garden.
I am a misplaced tree.
I look all around me;
Nobody has branches like me,
Nobody has leaves in the same shape or color as me,
Nobody bears the same fruit as me,
Nobody's seasons are in sync as me.
I am a misplaced tree.
My needs are different than the other trees,
But the gardener has tried to grow me the same as the others.
My branches were bent and bound,
To conform and assimilate to be like the other trees.
My fruit is never noticed and harvested,
Because the gardener does not see me in my thriving season.
If you're anything like me,
You feel like a misplaced tree.
You don't feel like you belong
Because your roots were ripped from the ground of your
original tree.
Yes, it was a good thing.
Your birth garden was dying and toxic,
But it still hurt because you were ripped from your deepest
roots,
Cutting off parts of yourself that were essential to your life
force.
If your roots are not as deep as the other trees,
If your branches are bent,
If your fruit is never picked,
Know that misplaced seeds create new ancestral trees.
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Mystic Totality
Cesar Musitani

Mystic entireness
You’re here for me
Lighting my daytime
Mystic daytime
A cloudy, sunny day dies
With orange of brightness
Mystic brightness
With mixed rays dying red
In a climax of sunshine
Mystic sunshine
A bright, caring sun caress
A purple moonlight
Mystic moonlight
Circling the dark circle
Corona of darkness
Mystic darkness
A brief, black moment
It is my starry nighttime
Mystic nighttime
Moon over the sun
Just a breath of totality
Mystic totality
Like my life in eternity
Lasts one instant and go
You lasted two minutes
My very first eclipse
And you're not here, no more
PAGE 7

Bury the Sun
Amy Samples
Pallor hovers above her skin.
Peach and pink turn to gray, blue, then black.
Each tick of the clock darkens the shade.
It has begun.
Once curly and vibrant hair has lost its sheen and shape.
Locks lie limp, dull, and lifeless.
Save for an occasional brush of wind do the strands shudder.
It has begun.
Once the happy sound of a child’s play.
Now a terrifying symbol of the end.
The rattle sounds, gurgling.
It has begun.
Labored breathing, a stutter of air from parted lips.
Chest rises and falls, then slower and slower.
Between inhalation comes a pause, then another.
It has begun.
The clock reads at 2:08 pm.
On either side, hands grasp and hold on.
She tightens her grip, first on the right, then on the left.
It has come.
Sitting alone in a sterile room, cold and numb.
A small brush moves across the skin, skidding and struggling.
The pallor forever remains under the crimson stain on her lips.
A daughter cries as she paints the makeup upon unmoving flesh.
Inside the ivory coffin, the mother lays.
The lid shut tight.
Poised over a six-foot hole, alongside a small white casket.
Lowered into the black, she joins her grandson in slumber.
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Dirt fills the space, covering the lid, Covering, sealing, and locking away
the sun.
Blackness settles over the world.
It is the end.

Dripping
Amy Samples

A banging upon the door,
The body slams to the floor.
Dragging, clawing, kicking, screaming,
The brutality, the force, an act without meaning.
Unable to breathe, the air becomes thin,
Unable to fight, unable to win.
A banging in my ears,
The worst of all my fears.
The light fades, perhaps it’s the end,
Never a chance, no way to defend.
He’s almost done, he starts to lunge,
And my life ends with a single plunge.
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I Mattered

Amy Samples

I mattered today, to my family and friends.
Running through the field and past the tree,
Then came a car that struck and left me.
Laying on the asphalt, my breath stilled,
It was quick, no pain, though I was killed.
I mattered today, to a passenger in a car.
Regret was felt, a phone call made,
A request to see if they could aid.
People came, a woman and a girl,
To check on the life of a little squirrel.
I mattered today, to the family in a house.
As the people crossed the field, a lifelong friend,
Came to sniff my body, an attempt to comprehend.
As the people neared, my friend ran, they did not dwell,
It was too late, they could not stay, nothing to do but bid farewell.
I mattered today, as a beloved creature whom they watched.
The woman and girl looked upon my body now stiff and cold,
And though I was gone, they cared for me and took me into their
fold.
They carried me back to their home across the field, gently with care,
And in the grove where I used to play, they buried me there.
I mattered today, as an important life.
The woman picked the place, under a cedar in the middle,
With a shovel, she dug the hole shallow as I was so little.
Wrapping my bushy tail around me as to keep me warm,
She covered me up, softly with care, to shelter me from the storm.
I mattered today, not just a nuisance but a friend.
Though I snuck through the trees and ate the seed meant for their birds,
The family who watched me grow, who loved me, and buried me spoke mournful words.
As they covered my grave, under the tree where I played, they said a prayer,
And here will I rest, near the humans who cared, something that’s rare.
I mattered today, enough to stop their work, enough to come and look,
I mattered today, enough to save me from the road, enough to carry me home.
I mattered today, enough to gift me a grave, enough to pick the spot, a place where I played.
I mattered today, enough to say good-bye, enough to shed a tear and remember me.
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A Kind of Love
Casey O. Klotz

Love is unescapable,
Unconditional,
unpredictable.
It can be provisional,
unshakable
And cynical.
Love is presentable,
classical,
Fashionable and questionable.
Love is always inequitable.
Love can be mistaken,
And sometime taking.
Love is chilling
And can be thrilling.
Love is warming,
And forever forming.
Love is beholding,
And in the beholder.
Love is bold,
And is takes hold.
And when it’s just right,
It won’t let go.
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Everybody Cries
Casey O. Klotz

This person cries for a loved one
This one cries because they have none.
He cries for the girl lost
She cries for the lost cause.
The little girl cries for her doll
The little boy cries in an empty hall.
The soldier cries for being alone
The spouse cries for nobody coming home.
The old man sheds no visible tears
He has been alone for many years.
But all cries are not sorrowful
And these are more powerful
Cries of happiness is what I speak
Each and every one is very unique.
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Breath
Casey O. Klotz

Every breath within this keep
Brings me closer to the deep
I lay down begin to weep
I lay still for the long sleep
My soul is ready for the reap.
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Love Song
Tim Ward

Her lips taste like
a love song,
One that's sung
soft and sweet.
The words dance
off her tongue,
Matching the rhythm
of my heartbeat.
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Sonnet of the Sherriff
Tim Ward

Rise and shine, wake up to a world brand new.
Get dressed after you stumble out of bed,
Venture outside to see what you can do,
Hopefully the fresh air will clear your head.
Confusion sets in and something seems wrong,
The world seems deserted, empty and bleak.
Searching for answers as you move along,
Desperately wanting someone to speak.
Answers start to unfold as time goes by,
The answers don't ease your trepidation.
Life seems to have stopped and you don't know why
The dead seem to have learned ambulation.
You feel more at ease with your trusty gun
As you set out to find your wife and son.

|
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The String
Tim Ward
She inherited the trait from her father,
Their short-term memory was faulty.
She inherited the habit from her father,
Tie a string around a finger to remind.
I grew to think it wasn't exactly true,
More of a cute gesture they shared.
She was daddy's little girl after all,
But her memory seemed fine to me
Her father passed, but the string remained
An ever-present red ring opposite her gold one.
She would play with the ends of the knot,
A constant reminder of the bond they shared.
She inherited the trait from her father,
I inherited the habit from her.
I tied a string around my finger
The same day she was laid to rest.
There's nothing wrong with my memory,
I remember every moment spent with her.
Yet the string always remains,
A gesture between myself and my grief.
When she's in my thoughts I just stare at the string,
Memories of her replaying in my mind.
At the times when my grief is overwhelming,
I can feel her playing with the ends of the knots.

|
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Almost December
Penny Freeland
Almost time to walk away
the setting sun is silver
and gone the hunter moon
old friend
remember when
we stared at the night sky
and just didn’t know?
didn’t know the days had tiny numbers in the
corners
and that time was running—
its chest beating hard against the sky
I cannot extract you
endless threads
an uneven tapestry
celestial proportions
they pill, but still hold true
the losses we share
the letting go
the spaces grow
while we attempt the mend
but no use
there is a bit of snow in the trees just now
and a billion stars
a billion stars
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Not Your Love
Kara Jez
A response to “The Passionate Shepherd to His Love
by Christopher Marlowe

You ask much of me, foolish boy.
Promises given, or a ploy?
To live with you and be your love,
I will need a sign from above.
Beds of roses sound fine in speech,
My body only seems your reach.
A cap of flowers sounds so sweet,
Is this more a crown of defeat?
A showy gown to adorn me.
A dressed-up prize for all to see.
Slippers with gold seem just wasteful.
Running free sounds much more tasteful.
A belt of straw, oh blah, blah, blah.
I want the truth and make it raw
. If I live with you, is it lust?
Will you be a man I can trust?
Silver dishes always tarnish,
Will your words peel like cheap varnish?
Large tables, can feel so lonely,
If I’m not your one and only.
I do not need all shepherd swains,
I need just one with no disdain.
What can you give me, shepherd beau?
I need your heart; this you should know.
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Promises are cheap, if not real.
Gifts are fake, tell me how you feel.
To be your love and live with you,
Is the last thing I want to do.

Sitting in the Driver's Seat of a Car I Can't Drive
Jodie Baeyens

I hear music softly in the distance
It sounds like a long forgotten
Love song
I can almost make it out
Over the baby crying
A song of love
And loss
And of return
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Wanderlust
Jodie Baeyens
The word hardly does justice
To the intensity of the feeling
The restlessness
The drive
That pulls me.
So I search other words, other languages
The way that I long to search other lands –Fernweh
Novaturient
Coddiwomple
Sehnsucht
Solivagant
Eudaimonia
Resfeber
And on they go,
Winding down the roads that I don’t walk.
The words of others who feel
The restless wind.
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One Caress
Rashi Thompson

The beauty that I see when I look into your eyes is magical.
Your eyes possess me like a spirit of the unknown that keeps me guessing.
My guarded body of a vicious assassin only knows the guilt when I stare at you
I look away to hide the shame of what my body is asking for and hope that your departure is soon.
You know me, but I don’t know.
Your premeditated plan to capture my heart was unknowing to you, but you knew.
You planned this.
Why would you steal my innocence with your eyes and never look at me?
The reflection of the mirror tells me the truth about who you are.
You want me!
My body flutters, and the wetness of the morning dew is apparent, but you don’t know.
How could you know?
How could you know that I have been anticipating your entrance through the mirror, but you never came?
Do you not want me?
The vowels that we share in the house of God, seems like a memory but not to you.
One caress of my skin would cover all of the lies and deceit that I have endured looking into your eyes.
One caress of skin will loosen the guilt of my past discretions and ease the pain of other’s birth.
The mirror speaks the truth of feels like molten rock.
I’m sorry.
Your eyes in the mirror say that you are sorry too for your heist, but you deny.
You loved me with those eyes, and I loved you with mine.
We can fix this.
With one caress.
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"Bring Me the Sunset in a Cup"
The Swamp Witch Smiled
Autumn Bolin
“Bring me the sunset in a cup” the swamp witch smiled
Her hair grey and wild
The girl looked upon her confused
“and I shall tell you all that you desire to know”
The girl was not enthused
The girl looked at the tarot
Trying to see it close up“
How do I put the sunset in a cup?”
“Fret not child, if you get the sunset in a cup you shall find all that you need to know”
The girl left the home of the swamp witch no answers in hand
confusion grew in her as she walked through the dark meadowland
trees hung low, thick branches curled and knotted blotted out the sky
the girl child returned home thinking she must try
at home she paced and thought about how to satisfy the witches request.
Weeks pressed on as the girl pondered a bit distressed
She pressed a glass to her soft lips and felt the cool water go down her throat
She opened her eyes while drinking and tried not to gloat
For the sunset was also going down her throat
The girl went to the witches home, glass of water in hand
The thick tree canopy is what she scanned
She knew the sun was high but it didn’t peek through the branches
The shadow being only one because not being broken up by the sun had no dances
The girl “Hmphed” took her axe and up a tree she went
After climbing on the knobby bark up the tree to the top she felt spent
Knowing she must prevail
She commenced with the downscale
Sweat poured down her face and back as she swung her axe
Heat rose from her body like a tax
Finally the last branch fell
And with it her exhale
As the sun was pulled down by gravity
The witch came out of her cavity
Not a word was spoken, a glass was passed
Held up against her old waxy lips while the sunset was vast
There sat the sun with his multi colored robes inside the glass
She smiled with sass
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Clearly amused by the girls dirty appearance
That showed her perseverance
“I’ll tell you everything you desire to know, but first a question what did you learn?”
The girl thought but didn’t answer immediately wanting to discern
“Getting what you want takes time and effort. I’m tired and sore” to which the witch interjected“
and stronger than before”
“at least you got your trees trimmed”
The witch looked past her rimmed
Eyeglass to the small girl who cut a hole in the canopy“
My dear all that you desire to know is out there and in you, all you have to do is
work for your goals and get them you will but don’t forget to help others when it’s needed along the way”
The girl looked at the witch and nodded to obey
With patience and understanding the girl walked away.

Dark
Carey Pittman Jr.
Dark doors enclose shadows of thoughts in my mind
Leaving reality and life's illusion behind
When will the ocean of purity flow
Society's soul as light as the blackest night
Controlled we are as we fight their fight
While they sit cozy in mansions by fires burning bright
The empty stomach of the homeless grumbles
Hundreds of open eyes wide shut ignore it
Hope seems far, yet so close
The clouds seems so distance, but the sky feels so low
A new found emotion snuggled in a cloak of misery
Dreaming of riches in the palms of poverty
Empathy is humanities enemy
War be the elites salvation
Mindless entities clog our population
An endless battle of who is right
An unanswered question of who is wrong?
Yet, we continue to recite society's cold song
For the kindness in our hearts is nearly gone
Dark doors enclose shadows of thoughts in my mind,
but the light concealed in darkness will always shine.
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Light
Carey Pittman Jr.

The path to eternal light illuminates our final existence
It's a cure for our bodies, our soul’s pain
Through it he waits, no one left to place blame
Vacant roads stretch long on a journey to nothingness
In a silent dream taking place with no end
Tales of happiness whispered on deaf ears
Locked in our psyche for countless years
The field of unpigmented roses comforts your fears
An unaccepting being force to accept an unwanted fate
For the world has kissed them goodbye
Spirits dance a forbidden tango
To the soundtrack that is afterlife
Clarity they seek while wishing to revive
The lone blinking eye guides them to the ultimate divine
Into the shallow water filled lake under the scarlet hued moon
A sacrifice offered by he who walks the crossroad
A lie that many fall for, but deep inside their mind know
The gentle rap on the door that causes your will to perish slow
All for a chance at glory on checkered tone stairs
The path to eternal light illuminates our final existence, but what choice will you make to
finally achieve it?

|
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Life
Carey Pittman Jr.
Just what value does life hold in mystery that is us?
The elegance of the minds third eye rattles my being
It lies locked in the bank vault that grasps the skeleton key to existence
But beyond that door awaits a figure who longs to repent
Noxious poison etched inside the cavern of a serenity once lost
Ascending the shortest-tallest mountain, but at what cost
To locate substantial solace in the ruby apple that detains true happiness
An invisible silver bullet that pierces the heart of a believer
On a lifeless portrait crafted by the hands of a deceiver
Wandering so freely shackled to the tree called inequality
What makes us stray the path of decency
For the treacherous winding road to that guides to misery
The corroded frame which clenches the childhood picture of innocent since lost
Wastes away into oblivion on the shelf of time stood still
Time who has no master, time who has no owner
The internal clock no doctor can discover ticks ceaselessly for its donor
Nestled under the shower water of anguish for the sorrow filled loaner
Whose will has trickled down the somber drain of despair
Though hope is present to clog the pain and offer prayer
Just what value does life hold in mystery that is us, and what answers will it lend to the
people we love?
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FLASH FICTION

THE GOOD ENDED
HAPPILY, AND THE
BAD UNHAPPILY.
THAT IS WHAT
FICTION MEANS.

OSCAR WILDE
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A GULL CONSUMED
BY THE SEA
BY JOSHUA CLARK

The feathers are soft and sleek, white with black splashes

Yellow and orange webbed feet land gracefully onto

of color that make the downy coat both ugly and beautiful.

hot sand and propel the slight figure in a wobble and hop

The sun reflects off of the short smooth wings as they reach

toward the first signs of scraps. The beak strikes out,

out, flap, flap, flap, to grasp for height over the sea, and catch

snaps forward and pins its prey, and the wings flutter an

buffets of wind mixed with spray from waves crashing against

escape as others crash in to steal the promising meal.

the shore. Wings splay out like fingers to touch wisps of air,

Flap, flap, the wings carry the lithe form away, and the

and hold the currents of wind as they glide over the watery

beak opens as the bird’s head is tilted back, letting the

territory below.

morsel fall into the waiting gullet. Litter is strewn about

A yellowed and partially hooked beak juts from the front

the beach, but more people and scavengers crowd in,

of the gull’s small head, flanked by sharp eyes that penetrate

making the easy meal turn into a battlefield of feathers

the water’s surface. The eyes scan relentlessly for fish and

and beaks. Flap, flap, flap, squawk, a sharp cry is nagged

scraps of food left by larger predators or careless visitors. A

out, and once again the air lifts the small frame over the

shrill, squawk, squawk, greets the wind, bleated out from the

sea, away from the crowd.

depths of the beak, left partially open, and visibly hosting a

People now clutter the shore, on the beach and in the

small severe tongue. The watchful eyes dart toward

water, but beneath the surface, in the dark, where the

movement as the ivory head acts as a rudder, directing the

light doesn’t allow the sharp eyes to penetrate, other

sleek body toward possible food, and away from potential

hunters slaughter prey. Castoffs float to the surface, and

threats.

the bird’s wings dip into a sharp dive. Water rushes up to

Squawk, SQUAWK! A warning. The sun is fully up, and the

swallow the nimble flyer, but the wings reach out and

air has become warm. People have begun to infest the beach,

grasp the wind at the last moment, and the gull’s beak

but they bring with them food. Feathers are pulled in, wings

snaps out to snag more dregs to sustain its life, rather

tucked back to release their hold on the air, and a mass of

than ending it in the water’s embrace.

muddled white missiles dive toward the ground, and
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prospective castoffs found amongst the visitors.

The bird’s wings flutter, and guide it to gently land on the water. Its webbed feet paddle aimlessly, and it swallows the
recently captured fishy remains. In the distance, beyond the shore, the bird looks to a cliff, painted white with scat,
overlooking another part of the sea, and barely visible from the gull’s low vantage. Nestled in the face is a nest made from
trash, grass, and smattered with leavings. The sludge and shells from broken eggs surround one solitary egg that sits like a
pillar in the shattered nest, speckled in black and white like the gull’s wings.
Movement beneath the surface startles the gull from its reverie, flap, flap, flap, it struggles to pull itself from the water.
Its wings pull at the wind in a flurry of flaps, squawk, it screeches out in rote warning and fear. The water swells beneath the
gull, and bulges before it explodes in foam, spray, and teeth that reach out to swallow the bird. For an instant the water drops
from beneath the bird’s feet, its wings rip at the air, and it begins to ascend from the darkness that takes shape, closing off
the light and the world. Too late, teeth snap shut, the gull is swallowed, and drug beneath the surface toward the dark abyss
hidden by the calm of the water.
In the distance, a smaller gull picks and pulls at the edges of a nest, and restores the broken rim to form a tight line. Wind
rails against the cliff, pulling at the small gull’s feathers, and threatens to tear out the single egg safeguarded within. The bird
settles back, face struck out against the forceful adversary, and sits back to warm the egg with its body, and stave off the loss
of its last offspring. The bird peers out from its roost, over the water that reaches out to the horizon, its voice clicking in its
throat as it waits for its mate.
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THE COLLECTOR
AMY SAMPLES

The house loomed above the three-people staring back at its current
state. Clapboards hung loosely from the structure like old skin hanging off the
bone, the peeling and missing paint made the siding appear as age spots on an
elderly woman and broken, and rotten porch spindles gave the appearance of
a toothless sneer. Two pairs of stained-glass windows peered down, hooded
by faded and dust-covered drapes, watching, listening. Though no person
walked across the floorboards of the aging Victorian, the wood creaked and
groaned with unseen footsteps.
“Nancy, the price seems low, even with the state of the house. How much
did the property last sell for?” Derek raised an eyebrow, gazing at the peeling
paint of the house and back to the brunette realtor.
Nancy hesitated and laughed, “Well, the bank has owned it since…” she
rustled through some papers, “since … nineteen seventy-nine.”
Bonnie’s shoulders slumped. “But it’s been taken care of by the bank,
correct?”
Nancy nodded. “They’ve made sure to keep the house intact. I assure you,
with the figure you mentioned, you can buy the house and restore it.”
Bonnie looked at Derek, pleading. “There’s a lot of work I can do myself, to
cut costs.”

image by: Ekrulila from Pexels
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Derek took one last nervous glance at the massive house and sighed,
“Where do we sign?”
***
“If I have to hire one more person to fix something in this damn house. I
swear, I wish we’d never bought this heap,” Derek said, throwing down a
wrench.
Tears sprang to Bonnie’s eyes. He blamed her for all the money and work
they’d poured into the house. The house had been her dream; his had been a
condo in the city. “I’m sorry, honey. I can look for a job and help with the costs.
It’s not a big—”
“Not a big deal? You think I can’t take care of you—of this house? No. You
are not getting a job.” Derek stomped down the stairs toward the kitchen
phone.
Bonnie looked at the bucket positioned under the porcelain sink. A final
drop of water fell from the exposed pipe. She hunched down, watching the pipe
waiting for another drop to fall, but nothing happened. She ran to the landing,
calling down to her husband. “Derek! It stopped. It’s not leaking.”

Derek came to the bottom of the stairs and peered up from the first floor. “Of course, just when I called the
plumber.” He walked back toward the kitchen. “Piece of shit house…”
They’d replaced the slate roof, had the floors refinished, installed central heat and air, had new electrical and
plumbing installed, yet something seemed to happen every few weeks.
Bonnie spent most of her days in the house or its gardens while Derek was away working for the law firm, a
job he’d landed before they bought the house. The constant work on the house took a toll on their once happy,
close relationship, but Bonnie remained confident. She knew once they finished the restoration life would return
to normal.
Then Derek stopped coming home for dinner.
It began almost a year after moving into the old house. Bonnie sat in one of the large overstuffed chairs near
the wide picture window, waiting for Derek’s headlights to turn into the drive. The phone rang, shrill and
demanding. Bonnie rose and followed the noise into the kitchen, picking up the yellow plastic receiver.
“Hello?”
“I won’t be home for dinner. Got a late meeting,” said Derek on the other end.
A lump formed in Bonnie’s throat. “Um, okay. What time do you think you’ll be home? I could reheat your
dinner before you get here.”
“Don’t bother. You’ll probably be asleep. I have to go.”
“Okay, I lov—” The line clicked and went dead.
Tears poured over her lids, staining her cheeks as she slid down the wall in a heap. She’d heard a woman in
the background calling Derek’s name. Bonnie leaned her head back against the wainscoting on the wall and
stared at the ceiling, then turning her head, she looked down the hall at the front door. She sat there numb,
waiting for him to walk through the mahogany entrance. She sat alone in the house; the only dream left
unshattered.
***
Five months passed, and Bonnie ate alone most nights. Derek stopped calling to let her know he wouldn’t
be home about a month after the first incident.
Bonnie continued to work on the house and had focused her efforts on the attic. She’d never gone up to the
third story except for when they’d first bought the house. The attic was filled with antiques and trunks, left
behind by previous owners. She’d thought about bringing a piece downstairs to refinish and use in the house, but
first, she had to choose her project.
Bonnie swept her long blonde hair up into a ponytail and climbed the steep steps to the third floor,
anticipating finding something priceless. She dug through a dresser first and then a vanity, stopping abruptly to
stare at a newspaper she’d found tucked in the back of a drawer.
The headline read, “Unfaithful Husband Killed In Fit Of Rage.” The story was about a woman who’d
murdered her husband after finding he’d cheated on her. The date on the paper was December 1979.
Bonnie frowned. The realtor had told them the house was vacant, owned by the bank since 1979. Bonnie
turned the page and gasped. A photo of their home sat in the middle of the paper in black and white alongside
pictures of the husband and wife.
Another newspaper lay underneath where she’d found the first dated December 1949, and another under
it dated December 1919, and one last paper dated December 1889. All three headlines had similar titles to the
first, “Murderous Wife Takes Revenge,” “Husband Savagely Killed by Wife,” and “Shocking Murder Committed:
Town Mourns A Great Man.” Someone or something had collected the papers like trophies.
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Bonnie let the papers fall to the floor, her gaze unfocused. Whispers surrounded her.
“They deserved to die. They hurt us all; they had to be punished.”
Bonnie heard the front door open and shut.
“Bonnie? Where are you? I have great news!” Derek said, his voice echoing through the house.
The voices closed in, whispering faster. “Do it now. He deserves to die like all the others.”
Bonnie descended to the first floor, stopping in the kitchen to retrieve something from a drawer. Derek saw
her and smiled. “There you are! Wait till you hear, I got a promo—”The large chef’s knife plunged deep into
Derek’s chest; his eyes widened, and his mouth gaped, emitting faint gurgling sounds as blood spread into his
windpipe and spilled over his lips. Bonnie ripped the blade back out and thrust it into his chest again, and again.
He choked and coughed, desperate to breathe, expelling blood through the air onto Bonnie’s face and shirt. Her
hand gripped the knife, stabbing until breath failed to escape Derek’s lips. His body slumped and slid down the
wall sideways as she let the knife fall to the floor, unaffected by the thud and metallic echo of it slamming onto
the hardwood. Mindless, Bonnie returned to the attic; one thought lingered in her mind — find the rope. A noose
lay tied and ready on top of one of the dressers, slipping it over her head, she climbed onto a chair to throw it
over the wooden beam. With the rope secured, she slipped the edge of her petite foot over the seat of the chair,
pushing it backward. Her body dropped and jerked as the thick rope caught her weight. Her small frame spasmed
and kicked, fighting the house as she tightened her fist around the piece of paper in her hand. After her body
stilled and her heart stopped, her hand slacked, allowing the paper to float to the floor.
***
Three days later, after Derek failed to show up for work, his boss sent the police to the house. When no one
answered the door, they broke it down and immediately found Derek’s body. Half an hour later, they found
Bonnie in the attic.“Hey, Sarge, look,” said one of the officers. He had the slip of paper in his hand.The sergeant in
charge turned and took the paper. Burn the house, so this can never happen again. The sergeant hung his head
before looking at the body hanging from the attic rafters. “Put this in an evidence bag and take her down for
Christ’s sake.”The newspapers that Bonnie had left on the floor had disappeared, and the police did not search
the furniture in the attic. A week after the couple’s funeral, the bank took ownership of the house for the fourth
time in its existence, and a for sale sign was left staked in the front lawn. Up in the attic and inside the dresser
drawer, another newspaper lay atop the older, yellowed headlines—another couple added to the collection.
And the floorboards creaked and groaned again as the house watched and waited.
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RAINA'S REMINDER
BY MEGAN JENKINS
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This is a blue line train to Largo Town Center. This is Foggy-

"Well lass, how’s about yee?” a voice said.
Raina looked up and smiled, “Can’t complain, it’s quare cold today isn’t it?”
The owner laughed, “You’ve been coming around too often lass. You’re becoming more Irish
every day. What’ll it be today?”
Raina pointed to the Boiled Bacon and Cabbage, “I’m feeling meaty today.”
The owner frowned, “Sorry lass, but we don’t have cabbage at the moment. The Mrs. just
went to do the messagesthought so I’ll ask her to grab some for yee if you’re willin’ to wait.”
Raina waved her hand, “Hey that’s fine. We both know I’ll be here a bit anyway.”
' He smiled, “Can I getcha a glass to start off then?"
Raina winked, “Thanks, that’d be great.”
He smiled and made his way to the back to fresh press some orange juice. She liked being a
regular, she didn’t even have to tell him what she wanted, he just knew.
Buzz. Buzz. Buzz.
Raina shuffled through her pocket for her phone. She had turned it on silent but kept it on
vibrate after work just in case. She didn’t recognize the caller ID.
“Reagan,” she answered.
“Hey Raina, it’s Antoine. I got your contact from Detective Ohana Wah-Tan…”
Raina sighed, “Ohana Watanabe. Antoine you really need to work on your pronunciations. I
hope she didn’t hear you try to pronounce that. What do you want?”
Antoine laughed, “She’d kill me if she did. I called because there’s been a reported robbery
by Foggy-Bottom Station and it’s an ongoing pursuit. Detective Watanabee said you frequent
the area after work and to check in to see if you heard of anything.”
Raina glanced at the windows, but didn’t notice anything. “Sorry Antoine, I haven’t seen
anything. I’m over at the Pub Café though if you guys need me.”
“Oh no it’s fine Raina, you’ve already worked overtime anyway. They can handle it. Thanks!”
he hung up.
Raina looked at her phone.
Well, okay then.
“Here’s your juice lass.”
Raina looked up, smiled, and put her phone away. “Thanks Chips.”
Drinking her juice, Raina began people watching. Robberies were nothing new in the DMV,
especially around the metro stations, but she still didn’t like how close it was or that she was
just there and felt she could’ve done something.
“Hey Raina.”
She nearly jumped, swiftly looking behind her. She hadn’t heard anyone open the back door.
While she was seated by the wall, the door was less than 5 feet away that went to the alley. It
wasn’t the best architectural moment, especially for safety.
She sighed relief, realizing it was just the owner’s grandson, Jimmy. “Hey kid.”
He smiled, “Did I scare you?”
She glared, “Yes punk, you did.” She noticed his sweater was dirty and scuffed. “What
happened to you?”
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He fidgeted, “Oh, nothing. Just fell trying to skateboard.” He was shifting something
underneath his oversized jacket. She also noticed his breathing was heavy, like he’d just run a
marathon.
Raina had a gut-feeling. She hated her gut feeling. It was usually right, and she didn’t want
to be.
“What’s in your sweater kid,” she asked, watching her tone carefully. She didn’t want to
make assumptions or try to sound accusatory.
He became defensive, “Nothing.” he started walking past.
Raina got up, “Jimmy…”
Cops busted through the front door.
“MPD, HANDS WHERE WE CAN SEE THEM,” one of them yelled while holding up his gun.
Time stopped.
Raina looked at the cops, there were three in uniform. She looked over to Jimmy, whose
eyes were wide with fear. She heard voices in the background, customers panicking from the
chaos no doubt.
Looking at Jimmy, she noticed his hand began to move. She’d seen that move before.
It was last year around Christmas time. Snow had come early for the DC area, making it a
white Christmas like what’s shown on TV or even the song “White Christmas”. Kids were
excited for having a couple of snow days before winter break, making it almost three weeks of
Christmas and New Year vacation.
She was on patrol when she got the call that there was a store robbery in progress. Holiday
season meant that there was a higher count of shoplifting, usually toys and other potential
presents. It made her a bit sad because most of them were parents getting gifts for their kids,
nothing malicious.
She remembered going into the jewelry store. She remembered seeing the teenage boy.
She remembered the gun. She remembered hearing the shots. She remembered the blood. She
remembered seeing the ambulance lights. She remembered seeing the look in that poor boy’s
eyes of fully realizing he was going to die. She remembered crying on the way home. She
remembered drinking to forget that night for the first time.
She remembered.
Coming back from her blast from the past, she saw the situation. Jimmy was pulling out
what looked to be a gun and she knew the cops weren’t going to wait to see what it was.
She pounced him.
“No Jimmy!” she yelled.
She heard a shot.
She hit the floor with Jimmy under her.
She heard sounds, but things started to go dark. She saw people screaming and felt
someone pull her over.
She laid on the ground, seeing one of the police officers had her.
Everything went dark.
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NEVA SQUIRES-RODRIGUEZ

THE DARE

image by: Connor Danylenko from Pexels
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“It all started with a dare,” my grandmother said. “One millionaire
daring another to live far below their means and make it work.” That’s
how my favorite story my grandmother told started off and she started
every visit with my brothers and I off with a story until I was well into my
twenties. This one, being my absolute favorite, never got old.
“The Dare,” was a story that never seemed real to me. It was a story
that caused my mind to wonder, as I tried to imagine America as she
described it. I knew my grandmother realized how much the story
intrigued me and I could see the excitement in her face each time she told
it to me. Nothing was added and nothing was ever taken away, the story
was always exactly the same and contained the same message. As I got
older I wondered how she did it. Could it be real?
I can still remember the wrinkles in my grandmother's face as she
smiled and leaned in to tell my brothers and I the story, a glow of
happiness coming over her face. “The kicker was, they did it on live tv and
we all watched. We watched as the world around us and it changed for the
better. The dare was brilliant!”
Rule number one was that they had to do it for a
year. They had to live on an average Americans salary
in a tiny house by the river while their everyday life
was aired on a national television channel. Rule
number two was they had to donate what they would
normally spend on frivolous expenditures to fellow
Americans. Rule number three was that they had to
follow the first two rules, with no exceptions, or
donate twice their annual salary to the cause. Either
way, the millionaires would end up donating a huge
amount to society and at first what drew people to
watch the show was the curiosity of if it would actually
happen.
The first episode began as the first Millionaire
arrived with his family. Upon his arrival, he found not
only the millionaire that dared him to live there, but an
entire community of other millionaires and billionaires
that had also accepted the dare. Everyone came
outside and stood in front of their tiny homes as the
Millionaire arrived. The show immediately became
intriguing to viewers and of course everyone wanted
to know what each family’s story was, mainly because
it was quite obvious that they didn’t belong there.
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There was a table set up where each family received an envelope with the location of their
new home and a contract, legalizing the dare. Confusion and in some cases, chaos came over
each family and cameras caught it all. Some of the children argued with their parents about
living there, and both husbands and wives turned up their noses at the thought of moving into
the tiny homes, not much bigger than a small apartment, but also wanting to teach their
children a valuable lesson about just how fortunate they all were. Four families gathered their
things before signing any paperwork and left, keeping their reasons for leaving minimal as
they were interviewed on camera.
Roughly forty-one extremely wealthy families were left, living in a picturesque village of
tiny houses, lining a fog covered river. They called their community Eden Springs and they
made their new lifestyle into a television series which aired every Thursday evening just
before the news. “Everyone was watching,” my grandmother said, her eyes narrowing at each
corner. “And I mean everyone.”
Following Rule number two, on only the second episode, the millionaires came together and
created an organization to help fellow Americans pay off various types of debt. Each
millionaire and his or her family, was able to choose where they wanted to allocate their
money and they chose everything from student loans and mortgages to hospital bills. (Which
for me, were all things of the past.) The millionaires selected each person in debt to help out
after getting to know them for a short period of time. They asked them a direct set of
questions and viewers were involved in the decision through a live vote.
The results were amazing. Within the first couple months of the show, most student debt in
America was wiped out, many mortgages were paid off and hospital debt had been eliminated.
Beyond that, society's attitude was changing. The millionaires seemed happier, the more they
helped others and the viewers, which was pretty much everyone in America, wanted to
experience that happiness, doing good to help others as well. Society went from constantly
rushing from work to home and back again, to being more relaxed and laid back.
The show began to air the stories of those profiting from having their debts paid off and
further dares, daring the people who had their debts paid off to downgrade their own
lifestyles for a year in order and find ways to help others less fortunate as them. “The Dare,”
became this massive circle of kindness that went on for several years.
Many of the people who had their debts paid off chose to help the homeless in one way or
another and also found ways that they could assist those suffering from mental illness.
Humanitarian efforts became the norm and society as a whole, began to show more effort in
improving everyone's lifestyles. After the contracted year was up for the millionaires, the
majority of them decided to stay, with only a few going back to live their lavish lifestyles.
Ratings for the show were high, of course and as time went on the millionaires community
of Eden Springs grew and copycat communities began popping up all over the United States.
Movie stars and other extremely rich people wanted to join in and be part of the impact “The
Dare” had suddenly become in America. “America as we knew it was gone.” My
grandmother said. “And it was a good thing.”
When my grandmother told us other stories of how people once shoplifted, or comitted
crime such as murder, it didn’t seem real because our society was no longer so petty that
anyone would think of taking part in such an act. No one I knew or even heard of, ever had
such low morals to take part in such an activity. My grandmother told us that it was “The
Dare,” that changed all of that.

Frivolous spending suddenly was frowned down upon in America. The series showed the
Millionaire’s finding happiness amongst each other without expensive belongings, beautiful
homes and fancy cars. They learned to appreciate the small homes they had, the family and
neighbors around them. Many of the people on the show, had never even spoken to their
neighbors before and had very few real friends. When viewers saw the sudden happiness that
came over their lives, they wanted to experience it too and stopped trying so desperately to
live above their means.
Stores were forced to stop selling high end merchandise because it was frowned down upon
in the new society to buy it. People who owned high end merchandise donated it, attempting
to get rid of it as quickly as possible. A good chaos happened as every upper class family in
America listed their million dollar homes for sale and when they couldn’t sell them, they tore
them down and began creating their own small villages full of tiny homes where their once
outrageously large homes stood. Some invited average Americans to come and live in them,
while others invited other millionaires to downgrade and come to their communities.
As for the donated high end merchandise, no one wanted to accept the donations unless the
merchandise looked worn and tattered. Brand names were cut off of clothing and
manufacturers stopped listing brands on new clothing. No one wanted to be seen walking
around with a thousand dollar purse or two hundred dollar pair of gym shoes. Americans
indulgent lifestyle was a thing of the past and for me as a child, it was always difficult for me to
understand how there was a time that Americans allowed themselves to live so lavishly.
The show producers achieved their goals with the show and in turn, helped everyone in
America live a healthier and more financially secure lifestyle. Homelessness became a thing of
the past. Mental illness also showed a huge decline. Crime was pretty much non existent.
“The Dare,” and other stories my grandmother told of extreme wealth seemed like a
fantasy. My brothers and I couldn’t quite grasp how Americans could live so selfishly,
gathering up their money and spending it on irrelevant things, when there were other people
in the world who were in need. I grew up, knowing that I, as would any of my family members,
give a stranger the shirt off our back if they needed it and that was just how it was.
My grandmother died when I was forty-three. I flew in from out of state and assisted my
mother with going through her belongings. I remember my mother calling me over from across
the living room. “Here it is, here it is!” She exclaimed. “Mom would have wanted you to have
this. She knew how much you loved the story.”
“What is it?” I smiled and asked as I reluctantly walked across the room. My mother held up
a frame of some type of contract. The top line read “From one Millionaire to Another.” The
bottom was signed by someone I didn’t know, but when I looked closer, I saw that the wording
included the words “should you accept this dare” and that my grandfather and grandmother’s
names were listed as the people offering the dare. “Did you know this?” I asked my
mother. “Did you know this was real?”
She nodded and smiled. I hugged the frame to my chest, wondering why my grandmother
never included herself or my grandfather in that story, and then wondering if it really
mattered.
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SHADOWS
BY CHARLES GILLISPIE

Out of the corner of his eye, he saw it. This time, it was just a small black dot (orb?) ten feet off to his left that
swooped lazily down, around, and then shot out of sight behind him. Just a piece of lint in my eye, or an eyelash
he was sure. “Don’t be dramatic,” he told himself, “Nothing’s there.” Still, he swept his eyes over the area again
without turning his head before returning to the book he was reading. Turning your head is a sign you’ve
noticed. Embarrassed at his own actions, he was glad no one could read his thoughts. Mark was in his favorite
place in the entire world – sitting on the porch of his isolated Alaskan log cabin, drinking a beer and reading a
book with his booted feet propped up. His old dog Mutt was snoring lightly, wrapped in a blanket on his lap.
After a couple more chapters, he forced himself to put the book down. In about seven hours, he had to get up
for work and would once again regret not going to bed earlier. Of course, that would only last until the next
night, when he would stay out on this porch too long again. Leaving the book face down on the iron table beside
him, he gathered Mutt and the blanket and turned to go in, not looking into the woods. Mark was not afraid of
the woods, and not afraid of the dark. In fact, going for nighttime hikes up the path to the top of his hill was one
of his favorite things. He loved trying to spot the owls perched on the highest, thinnest tree tops that shouldn’t
be able to hold their weight but somehow did; he loved looking at the game trails, hoping to spot a fox run by.
He just did not like looking at the shadows. Shadows had shapes. Shadows would just make you imagine things.
Like that maybe they weren’t just shadows. Since he was small, he remembered seeing shapes in the shadows.
It was probably just an overactive imagination and too many books.
Pushing all thoughts of shadows in the woods and in x-rays and in the corner of his eye out of his mind, he put
his cup in the dishwasher, brushed his teeth, and picked up his old girl from where she lay curled up on the
couch. He carried Mutt upstairs and laid her gently at the foot of the bed; she barely opened her eyes to give
Mark’s hand a little lick before going back to sleep with a soft whoosh of breath. He gave her a soft stroke on
the head and then turned out the light. Exhausted, sleep claimed him quickly.
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An owl screeched outside as Mark sat straight up in bed. What had the dream been? All he could
remember was the feeling of panic, dark water, dark shadows, falling…did he die? A glance at the clock
showed that it was still a couple hours shy of dawn. He took a sip from the lukewarm water bottle
beside the bed and laid back down, feeling the warm dog by his feet. Within moments he was back
asleep, the dream dismissed as easily as any. But what if this dream was important? What if he had had
this dream over and over without remembering it? What if he only had so many more chances to heed
its warning?
Groggy and cranky, when the alarm went off he merely smacked the snooze button hard. When the
alarm on his phone went off a few minutes later, he snoozed it somewhat more gently. There was no
denying it. It was time to get up. Stumbling to the bathroom to brush his teeth, let the dog out, and
start the coffee pot he cursed himself for staying up too late. After getting dressed, he took his coffee
mug outside on the porch so he could keep an eye on the dog while he downed those first strong, hot
sips. He watched as Mutt sniffed the porch steps, and then decide she was feeling good enough to climb
them on her own. Morning when the stiffness in her joints was too bad, she would sit patiently and wait
for Mark to come carry her back up so she could resume her day of napping throughout the house. The
thought of her quickly advancing age wrenched him. But for today, Mutt was climbing the steps and
looking up at him adoringly before sniffing around for any squirrels.
Mark sighed, took his dog and the mug in the house, and grabbed the keys from the hook. Locking up
carefully, he walked to his Jeep, purposely keeping his eyes straight ahead. When he got in, he thought
she saw a streak of black to his left but ignored it. There was nothing there; only crazy people thought
they saw things.
Mark worked in a dismal gray cubicle of a dismal gray office. He looked up accounts, typed
redundant (in his opinion) notes, and tried to be amused rather than annoyed at the day to day
drudgery of his ‘good job’ at the hospital. It was a far cry from the battlefields he’d spent years in, but
still carried its own sense of misery. At least no shadows came here, in the fluorescently lit hell of
bureaucracy. Not that shadows came anywhere. Shadows are just shadows. He didn’t really notice any
of his coworkers. It had quickly become apparent that he had nothing in common with them or their
lives centered on sports or reality TV. On the whole, he was content with most of his time being spent
alone and his main socialization being with Mutt. After all he’d been through, he just wanted to live in
peace. Christmas was coming, and he was toying with the idea of adopting a dog from the shelter as a
Christmas gift to himself. Mutt would be livid, but he hated the thought of unwanted dogs stuck in the
pound. And hey, his couch had plenty of room to add another dog. An old one, he thought, one that no
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one else will take. I can handle that. There’s still enough time, no matter what the damn doctors said.

When he got home, Mutt slowly looked up and stretched, then came over with tail wagging for some
love. He gave her soft white fur some gentle strokes, then carried her outside to go potty. A breeze
whistled through the trees, chilling him and raising goose bumps on his arms. The light was already
getting dusky, a sign that the summer was dying. Out of the corner of his eye, at the edge of the
driveway he saw, no he felt, that a large dark shape had moved, hulking towards him. When he sucked
in air and quickly stepped back, there was nothing there but the usual trees at the edge of the drive.
Yep, you’re going crazy, Mark. He pretended to be amused at himself, but still picked up the dog a bit
quickly to carry her in and make some dinner.
Later, with a glass of chilly mead on the table beside him, he lounged in his favorite chair on the porch
with the snoring dog curled up on his lap. He tucked a thin blanker over Mutt to keep her warm, and
then looked around and breathed in the crisp air. Leaves were flying off branches and swirling around
as if in a dizzy excitement of adolescence. So much new freedom, freedom to fly and swirl and not be
tied to the ground, not realizing that they are actually dying, swirling to their inevitable burial under the
trees.
Two glasses of mead later, he had the courage to look at the woods. Of course he looked at the
woods every day, but now he looked. Night had fallen, the sky was too cloudy to see much moonlight,
and the light from his porch was the only real illumination. And there one was. A shadow figure. To his
right, perhaps 30 feet away, standing with one arm slightly raised at their side, the other arm appearing
to hang straight down. Of course, the figure was completely motionless. Shadows figures always are.
It’s kind of like when children look for shapes in the clouds. Except the shapes he found in the shadows
were generally people - tall people, often bulky people – but the good thing was that they would not
move if you stared at them. Look away, blink, shake your head and they might still be there or they
might be gone when you look back. But as long as you look at the shadowy monster, you are safe. Those
are the rules that he had made for himself when he was little. Look at the monster head on and he can’t
come behind to hurt you. And so far it seemed to work on the shadow figures. But this time, the rules
must have changed; the figure beckoned to him with the raised arm. Mark’s jaw tightened as he froze
in shock. A hard knot of ice was in his stomach, but surprisingly it wasn’t fear. It felt as if he’d always
known this day was coming but had somehow forgotten.
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“I’ll need to bring my dog”, he said out loud to the figure. He didn’t raise his voice to be heard, but he
somehow knew the figure would hear him. The black shape nodded and slowly beckoned again. Mark
lifted Mutt, wrapped in her blanket, and walked sedately down the porch steps and to the edge of the
woods. As he kept his eyes on the figure instead of looking away like he normally did, he realized that
this wasn’t a stranger. This was Banks, a friend that he had lost on his first deployment when he
stepped on an IED. Other figures materialized in the woods behind Banks. Why, that was Laurence, she
was the medic who didn’t seem to understand when she had been shot in the throat, using her last
motions to continue bandaging the soldier she’d been working on. And there was his old battle buddy
Langstrom, who shot himself after they got back from their second deployment. These were the
shadow figures that had been always just out of sight. They weren’t watching him; they were waiting
for him. They turned as one and he walked on with them, all shadows together now.
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EMILY UPHAM

SATURDAY WITH
MS. SHEILA
The sum of approximately 300 thousand dollars in mixed bills really only
took up about 3 square feet of space, but it was the first time the new
teller saw more money than what she could fit in two hands. She felt
intimidated and thought about the things people would do to get it.
Careful not to sound too eager or too interested, she said plainly, “I’ve
never seen that much before.”
“It’s just paper” said Ms. Sheila, a truth which both comforted and
amused the new teller.
Though one was brand new, if you took the average tenure between the
two of them, you’d still get a banking career of 15 years. Ms. Sheila, a
native Texan woman, had worked for the bank for well more than half her
life. When she got married, she worked at the bank. When she was raising
her children, she worked at the bank. On 9/11, she was at the bank. When
she lost her mother, she received a bouquet of flowers from the bank and
returned to it exactly a week later. There was very little that could happen
at a bank that Ms. Sheila hadn’t seen before.
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She navigated every disruption with such poise it
could almost be mistaken for indifference. The 30
years’ worth of tellers she oversaw obeyed her
instructions even when they weren’t given, and they
were happy to do it.
Under Ms. Sheila’s watch, the tellers put in an
honest day’s work during each of their Monday
through Saturday shifts. The four of them counted
each deposit and withdrawal three times, kept an eye
out for counterfeit checks and bills, and catered
delicately to the senior customers who still wrote
checks at the grocery store. They didn’t miss a beat,
and they enjoyed each other’s company in the spaces
between customers. Safe behind the acrylic bandit
barrier and two thick coded doors; the one connecting
the lobby to the break room and the one connecting
the break room to the teller station, the tellers ran the
best bank in the district.

The new teller’s training period had come and gone - and after the turn of the season came a slow
Saturday. The Holiday bustle was over, and tax season had just begun to fizzle out. The new teller was
busy helping a regular customer, Mrs. Fillmore. Mrs. Fillmore was notoriously hateful in her speech, but
was a peculiarly generous mother, grandmother and friend. She was a woman who was difficult to like,
but for some reason she was among the branch’s favorite customers. As the new teller organized the
loose change Mrs. Fillmore brought in for a deposit, Mrs. Fillmore babbled about how she was
preparing herself for the arduous trip she would be taking downtown later that afternoon.
“I hardly fuss with going down there less I have too. It’s just out of control these days… it’s the
blacks, and that’s just the truth - I’m sorry, but it’s the truth.” Mrs. Fillmore closed her eyes and held her
hands up softly like a person during an argument who had finally said the thing they had been holding
themselves back from saying.
The new teller mouthed the denominations silently as if she needed to count the deposit out loud –
she knew Mrs. Fillmore usually didn’t need a response.
The racist ramblings Mrs. Fillmore often squawked used to make the new teller sweat and stutter,
until she witnessed an unexpected, yet pleasant sight. A few months back, the new teller saw Mrs.
Fillmore embrace Mrs. Green - a woman who was as black as Mrs. Fillmore was white, who coincidently
happened to be at the bank at the same time. After the warm greeting, the glowing Mrs. Fillmore and
giggling Mrs. Green returned to the separate teller stations to finish their business.
“That right there is my sister. Lived next door for 40 years. Raised our babies together.” Mrs.
Fillmore spoke of her dear friend with nostalgia and pride.
The new teller thought back fondly on this event on the days where Mrs. Fillmore was operating on a
level most difficult to deal with. Warm comfort found the new teller while she thought of the funny
little contradictions that life, and the bank, had to offer.
“Put half of that in my grandson’s account.” Mrs. Fillmore readied her purse for the receipt.
“Yes ma’am, happy to do that.” The new teller offered a genuine smile.
As Mrs. Fillmore headed out the door, the bank felt empty. The bankers were alone at their desks
and there was one customer sitting in the lobby. The man in the chair went largely unnoticed while
there were other customers in the bank. Nothing about the way he looked was particularly noticeable
or remarkable – normal clothes, white, mid-thirties, maybe a buck sixty. The lead teller couldn’t
remember whether she had helped him before. As the curious teller began to call out to him – he raised
from his seat and reached his arm behind him. She immediately lost the ability to speak – the blood
drew away from her face and her throat constricted.
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BAM!
The smell of sulfur and smoke filled the building quickly. The acrylic bandit barrier had been shot –
but it remained intact. This was of no concern to the robber, who was exiting through the main
entrance – he did not intend to enter the teller station over the counter, but through the coded door.
After he fired a bullet at the bandit barrier, the banker whose desk was nearest to the break room shot
up from her seat, punched in her code, entered the break room and burst through the emergency exit where she immediately became a hostage. With the pistol pressed against her kidney, the robber
grabbed her by the arm and led her back into the breakroom, the door didn’t even have time to shut.
For a moment, the bank was silent. The alarm connected to the emergency exit had been
disconnected by the branch manager, who used the door for smoke breaks. He never worked on
Saturdays.
There was a knock at the teller station door. The new teller looked through the door scope where she
was able to see the assailant baiting the tellers with the hostage. He must’ve known she could see him –
because he bit the banker. She could do nothing but scream.
The teller’s fear left as quickly as it came. With her hands up, Ms. Sheila stood at the end of the teller
station and faced the door head on. The lead teller looked at Ms. Sheila, and then to the new teller, and
nodded her head. The kind young ladies who ran the best bank in the district were gone. The woman
had become animals. The new teller prepared to open the door while the lead teller hid in the utility
area directly to its right, clutching a three-foot-long metal rod – a piece from a deconstructed teller
chair that hadn’t been adjusting properly.
The door was opened and the banker was thrown to the ground. She crawled to the corner; the left
half of her white blouse was now crimson. The robber took a few steps into the middle of the station
and began making demands.
PANG!
The lead teller swung the rod and struck the robber on the side of the head. His pistol fired a shot
that struck the banker in the chest. The robber still standing, the new teller tackled his lower half while
the lead teller swung the rod toward the pistol, striking his right hand. The robber fell to the ground
and the pistol went flying toward the corner opposite the bleeding banker. Ms. Sheila went for the gun
and the two tellers threw their weight on the robber.
BAM
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The robber was still. The tellers rose to a crouch and tended to the banker. Ms. Sheila sat with her
back against the wall, pointing the pistol at the robber. She blew a piece of her long blonde hair out of
her gaze. She had shot an inch in front of his face; he was face down and his arms were stretched
outward.
"Now what’ll end up happening the next time I fire this gun is I will shoot you in the fuckin’ brain. So
don’t move a muscle, okay?” Ms. Sheila used the same enunciated voice as if she were assisting a
customer.
The robber’s body was limp with compliance.
A minute passed and sirens could be heard in the distance, but heavy traffic would prolong the affair.
Though he laid perfectly still, Ms. Sheila could tell her prisoner was growing more uneasy by the
second.
He began to speak.
“You bitches are STUPID.”
“Quiet” she said.“This could’ve been easy for us all but YOU made it messy! What is all this shit for?
Huh? It’s just paper! It’s not even yours!”
“QUIET” she yelled.
In a last-ditch effort, the robber twitched his hand toward the front of his pants, and Ms. Sheila shot
him in the fuckin’ brain.
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INTO THE CLOSET
BY SARAH KING
There was an air of anxiety that floated around Mori tonight. She didn’t know what to expect from the event
that would be taking place in her living room in less than an hour. Mori hated that her mom was so friendly all
the time. It was just like her to invite the new neighbors over and ‘get to know them.’ Mori didn’t care to know
them. All she wanted was to sneak out and meet up with her boyfriend of three years, Mark, before he would
leave for the summer to visit his dad in Puerto Rico.
Mori tried taking deep breaths to forget that she had to play nice shortly. She brushed her ginger strands
back and pulled them up into a tight ponytail. She took a look in the mirror and frowned at her ripped skinny
jeans and black jacket. Her white camisole peeked out from underneath. For a minute, she considered going to
her large closet and digging out one of her good knit sweaters and her good jeans.
No, she thought. I’m going to make sure my mom doesn’t throw another one of these stupid parties again.
Mori reached into the deep depths of her closet, feeling around for the horrid orange fur coat that looked
like a wet dog that should send the neighbors running. Her brows creased in confusion as she reached further
than she thought her closet went until she banged her hand against something solid and cold. It hit hard enough
to draw blood.
What the heck was that? she thought.
Mori wrapped her hand with her yin and yang bandana and shoved her clothes on the hangers to one side,
getting a good look at the back of her closet. For a minute, she just stared, not comprehending. She had seen the
back of her closet countless times, but this is the first time she ever laid eyes on the door in the back. Reaching a
good four feet deep into her closet stretched a large, golden door with red symbols engraved along its length.
Intricate designs in black ink skirted its edges. Mori had chills traveling along her body as she eyed the ancientlooking door.
Against her will, she felt her injured hand reach for the door knob that glowed, and she turned it, fearing what
was on the other side. She never could’ve imagined in her wildest dreams what she saw. Upon opening the door,
she found herself standing in the middle of an unmarked street that was wet from rain. The sky was dark, with a
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very large moon looming above her like a bulbous lamp.

It was a quiet night, except for a weird clicking noise on the blacktop getting nearer and nearer. Mori
began to turn around, then felt a rush of wind sweep her face as a horse sped by her, pulling along a
carriage. But this was no ordinary horse and carriage. It skidded to a halt a mere twenty feet ahead of
her.
Mori walked along the road, inspecting the odd carriage and horse, becoming more stunned the
closer she got. The carriage was made of analog clocks of all shapes and sizes. Some had a modern look
while others looked antique. Even the wheels were giant clocks. One thing Mori thought was very odd
was that the countless number of clocks were completely in sync, and were all about to strike midnight.
That couldn’t be right. She had just come through the door and back at her house, it wasn’t even eight
yet.
Walking along the length of the carriage, she slowly walked toward the horse, who was completely
mechanical and painted silver. Along its ribcage, gears were exposed and shifting. That explained how
the horse and carriage sped past her so quickly, but now she had a dozen more questions, but one that
kept repeating itself. She asked it again, but this time voiced it out loud.
“Where the heck am I?” At that moment, a large man opened the carriage door and stepped outside.
“I think I can help answer that for you, my dear.” He was half man, half mechanical. His round face
had a red, warm glow to it, except the left half that was made of a metal material and had a metal,
glowing eye.
“Who are you?” Mori asked, taking a step back from the man. He saw the fearful glance in her eye
and attempted to smile, trying to assure the girl that he wasn’t dangerous.
“I go by many names, but you might know me by Father of Time. Or, Jameson, if you prefer.”
“Oh, okay. Father of Time. That explains the carriage of clocks and horse of gears. But um, where am
I? How do I get home?” Mori couldn’t believe she wasn’t freaking out by all of this. Could this somehow
be a crazy dream? Maybe a dirty trick ehr mom was playing on her for not being excited to meet the
neighbors?
“Do not worry, child. Home is much closer than you might think. This is just a place you created with
your mind to help you cope with your home situation. I’m here to tell you it isn’t so bad. Meeting new
people can be a wonderful thing. Back at home, the neighbors you’re about to meet could be someone
that will play a very important role in your life. That’s how life goes, my dear. We’re always meeting
new people, making connections. Some people will be nothing but bad news, while others will make us
who we’re meant to be.”
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Mori looked around, trying to take in Jameson’s words. He’s right. What if she never gave Mark a
chance? She probably wouldn’t have a boyfriend right now.
“I think I get what you’re saying. You’re probably right.”
“I usually am. I have been alive since the beginning of time and control the flow of time, as well as
possess the gift to see into the future and peer into the past. Believe me when I say you have a lot to
look forward to, but for now, you must return to your home and live your life.”
Jameson walked along the road with Mori traveling close by until they stand under a street lamp
that has a deep blue glow. He swooshed his finger and the ancient door appeared, spiraling down from
the sky.
“Wait. How do I come back here if I need your advice again?”
Jameson chuckles and opens the door. “Fear not, child. The trick is to let it happen and not think
about it. When you truly need me again, the door will appear. Good luck.”
Mori stepped through the door and was back in her closet. The door was no longer there. She
glanced at her clock and she had five minutes left until the neighbors would arrive. Mori grabbed her
favorite dress and did a quick wardrobe change. She went downstairs and ran into her mother in the
hallway.
“Oh, baby, you look beautiful!” Her mother said, pulling her into a quick hug.
The doorbell rang and her mother moved to answer it. Mori followed close behind and put on a
smile, hoping Jameson was right about her future. When the door opened, Mori and her mother were
greeted by a couple and their daughter peeking from behind. She appeared the same age as Mori. The
couple introduced their daughter as Miranda, and were led into the living room to make themselves at
home.
Miranda had long blonde hair and turquoise eyes. Mori and Miranda became friends instantly, and
by the end of the night had made plans to hang out for the following day.
Mori supposed Jameson was right. She just had to give people a chance. Before bed that night, Mori
sent up a silent thanks to Jameson and went to sleep with a smile on her face.
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K-LYNN WALKER

LET US TRAVEL
By K-Lynn WalkerThere was a girl who grew up in all sorts of places
because her father was a designer of maps and the family traveled a lot.
She and her three sisters grew up together with their father as their
keeper and assister at a great life. This family of five finally settled in a
small town on the outskirts of eastern Europe. They created a farm that
housed animals and a garden that grew their fruits and vegetables. The
family has created a perfect life that supplies them with everything they
need. Billy was the second oldest sister who had dreamed of living in a
huge city, marrying a perfect man, and having lots of babies! Billy had a
very spontaneous sense of adventure and was smart way beyond her
years. For so long, she was always referred to as the well-behaved child of
the map maker.This was her reputation for the longest time until she
decided that she needed just a little more attention and didn't want to be
recognized as just the girl who always followed all the rules. Billy went on
a trip to the lake that was about fourteen hours away from her hometown,
this place was known for the underage drinking and partying and escaping.
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This was the perfect opportunity for Billy to show what
she was capable of. Billy stayed at the lake for two
weeks before she thought she should return home to
check in on her family. Upon returning Billy ran into a
man at the local market in her small town, this man
knew exactly who Billy was based on the stories shared
by her father. At this point he had to do what was
necessary to catch her attention because he knew how
concerned her dad was and wanted to do his best to
help her get home before he knew she was in town and
hadn't yet checked in. Once Billy got home, her dad
was waiting up because he had gotten a heads up from
the man at the market. This man happened to be the
first one that introduced himself to her dad and
became friends with him. This man was about to be
something great in both of their lives.
While it was great that Billy had sort of caught the
attention of her father, it was time he gave her one of
his talks. The talk about responsibility and a built
reputation. Slumping on the couch Billy let out a long
sigh knowing she was in some sort of trouble.

“Billy, you have always been my good girl. Why is it that you must disobey the rules that have been
set out for your protection?” her father exclaimed.
“I am so tired of being known as the good girl!” Billy let out dreadfully, “I want some adventure and
some exciting things to happen in my life.”
“Well you are only 17 years old, there is so much more to life than running away to the beach,
drinking and partying with kids that may not ever turn into anything great. You are more than capable
of creating a bright path to follow, and I want to be able to help you through that, but for now you are
grounded,” explained her father.
“Ugh! This is so not fair! I have always been the good one and the one time that I make a mistake I am
punished! This is so not fair!” exclaimed Billy.
Sneakily her dad also announced that he is also aware of tattoo she got without consent. Billy rushes
off to her room slamming her door. She pulls out her phone, because it was not yet taken away, and
texted the man from the market.
Soon, this man decided that he loved Billy and was doing anything and everything for her and her
family. Once Billy took off on her travels, the man, Stan, decided he wanted to go along with her. Billy
was very independent and stubborn when it came to people willing to help out. Stan was head over hills
for her and eventually she decided to give him that chance he was looking for. When Billy decided to let
loose for some time, her and Stan decided to travel all over the world together falling in love more and
more at each destination. After their travels, Billy and Stan decided to settle down near Billy’s family in
the small town that had brought them together and decided to try for a baby!
It took them some time to conceive the baby which took a toll on them, until one New Years Eve. This
was the night they found out they were expecting a baby! Finally, everything that had wanted and their
wishes were being granted. Further down the road, they had a baby girl and were looking forward to
taking their daughter to travel the world with them. They created a new map that they wanted to travel
along and tool their daughter on an experience that she wouldn’t remember but that they would. They
would be able to show her pictures and tell her all about their experiences during that time. Near the
end of their travels, Billy and Stan celebrated 4 years of marriage. At this point, Billy was head over
heels for Stan but it seemed that Billy wasn’t what Stan wanted anymore. Soon after Billy gave birth to
their second daughter, she went on tons of camping trips with her family since Stan decided to go
traveling on his own. Once the summer was over, Stan returned from his travels to find that Billy wasn’t
really herself. Which makes since because Billy was left to care for two kids by herself. Stan didn’t like
seeking love somewhere else.
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how Billy was acting and instead of trying to soothe her and help her feel like herself again, he ended up

Billy went on with life not knowing that anything had been wrong with their relationship. To this day
Billy still does not know how she feels about Stan, he broke her in ways that she never even knew
possible. Because of this, Billy questions her thoughts and feelings on a daily and since she stayed with
Stan, she wonders whether it was the right choice or if she is just settling because so much has already
become of their life together.
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THE DEVIL YOU
DON'T KNOW
BY MELISSA RIDDELL-TURNER

As the vehicle’s tires crunched gravel when it pulled into the long driveway, Myra turned her head and
peered from inside the car window at the large home. A single tear trickled down her cheek.
Golden light spilled from every opening, giving the mansion a cheery, welcoming vibe despite the dark energy
coming from her fiancée, Mark.
A valet, dressed in a crisp red uniform, opened the door and helped her onto the sidewalk.
The thin, gauzy material of the midnight blue dress didn’t protect her from the chilly night air. It hugged her
bare shoulders in a cold embrace.
She inclined her head. “Thanks so much.”
Determined to make the best of tonight, she put the earlier fight out of her mind. Defeated and bone-tired,
she wanted to get inside where it was warm, where the light chased away the sadness and sorrow.T
he valet tipped his hat. “No problem, ma’am.”
Mark, dressed in gray slacks, a plum-colored dress shirt, and a black suit jacket, rushed around and tipped the
man. Once they were alone, he gripped Myra’s elbow and steered her toward the open doors of a spacious
ballroom.
They both stopped when they crossed the threshold. Myra tried not to gawk at the original Monet painting
on the wall or the blinding chandeliers that dangled from the high ceiling, throwing hundreds of twinkling lights
over the guests and the walls
“Looks like the crème de la crème’s here already.” There was a petulant tone to Mark’s voice. He searched the
room when they stepped into the milling crowd of partygoers. “Where’s the bar?”
Of course that’d be the first thing he’d think about, Myra thought.
Unable to keep quiet, a slow anger began to boil through her blood. “You promised you wouldn’t.” Her lips
compressed into a thin line and she reminded herself to breathe. This was part of the reason for their argument
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on the way here.

His gray stare gave her a once over, then he grimaced and turned away. “I’m just gonna have one.”
“No, it’s never just one, because one always turns into two, then two into three—”
“Fine. Whatever.” A finger slipped into his collar to pull the material away from his neck. His gaze
widened when it landed on the metallic spiral stairs straight ahead. “Oh shit, there’s Willhelm. God, I
hope I get that promotion.”
Not if you keep going in every morning smelling like a brewery. Myra bit her tongue. Keep your mouth
shut. It’s not worth it. She missed the man she’d fallen in love with once upon a time. That Mark would’ve
never let something like alcohol guide him, bleed him, rule him.
A large, blond man descended the staircase. The black tuxedo was accented with red silk on the
pocket and a crimson shirt underneath. He was tall, maybe six foot four, and had eyes the color of pale
blue glaciers, eyes that could freeze with a stare, eyes that could make one forget where they were.
When those icy orbs landed on her skin, Myra’s lungs collapsed. It was as if he looked not only at her,
but inside her.
The force of the attention was like a rubber band snapping inside her brain, and the sensation made
her woozy.
His long legs strode in their direction, his high, exquisite cheekbones framing a strong jaw. He was
gorgeous and graceful, like a powerful wolf intent on game—a hunter testing a scent in the air. A shiver
crawled across her bare arms. She imagined tiny, skeletal fingers sliding up her spine.
Butterflies tumbled in her belly, and she whipped her head to Mark. “He’s not going to come
over here, is he?”
“Hope so. The squeaky wheel gets the grease.” He gripped her upper arm in a painful grip. “Keep
your mouth shut. I don’t need you screwing things up for me.”
Music played from unseen speakers, the melody soothing and low. Closing her lids, she
concentrated on keeping calm and took deep, cleansing breaths. She tipped her head and took in the
domed ceiling. The sounds of violins and cellos relaxed tense muscles. High above, the roof was
covered with paintings in the style of Michelangelo. Dark demons and avenging angels fought in an epic
battle between heaven and hell.
A deep male voice broke her concentration. “Guten Abend, Mark.”
“G-good evening, Mr. Willhelm.” Mark took the offered hand and continued to shake it after thirty
seconds had passed.
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Goosebumps pimpled Myra’s arms at the sound of the low, accented voice. Don’t make eye contact
with him. She didn’t know why, but danger emanated from him in waves, an unheard song that could
somehow be felt as it vibrated through the bones.
Her body ignored the warning and she peeked.Light hair was slicked back and parted on the side. A
slight, sandy stubble peppered his jaw. The image of whiskers jarred with the otherwise elegant attire
and clean visage.
“Aren’t you going to introduce me to your lovely date?” Small, sharp teeth flashed when he spoke.
They reminded Myra of a predator’s mouth right before it tore into the flesh of prey.
A smaller man, balding and gray, stepped to Willhelm’s side and smiled.
Mark turned to her. “This is my fiancée, Myra.” He cleared his throat. “We’ve been together for ten
years. Hoping to finally make it legal sometime next year.”
Myra’s face flushed. Shut it, Mark. The fact they’d not managed to marry wasn’t lost on her, and for
the hundredth time, she wondered why she dragged her feet. You drag your feet because deep down,
you’re afraid of being shackled to a man who’ll never put your needs first, yet you keep holding on like a weak
fool.
This moment of truth hit her like a ton of bricks. Ten years wasted in the hope that Mark would
change, would finally overcome his vice and become the man he’d once been when they’d met.
Why had she held on so long?
Mark’s boss took her hand into his. The palm was warm and firm, almost soothing. “Please call me
Hans.” Pulling her wrist to his lips, he pressed a kiss on the inside of the tender flesh, where the pulse
beat with a wild flutter. Those electric eyes never left her face when petal-soft lips murmured against
her flesh, “So very nice to meet you, Myra.” His mouth lingered a few moments too long.
He’s shameless. She pulled her hand from his grasp and tried to cover the embarrassment with a small
laugh. “Likewise.” Her voice cracked on the last syllable.
The music changed to a waltz and several couples began to dance.
Hans turned to the smaller man at his side. “Gerald, why don’t you take Mark to the bar. Tell the
bartender to give him my favorite.”
The older man bowed. “Very good, Sir.” He motioned to Mark. “Right this way.”
Fear and unease stirred in Myra’s chest. Her fiancée wasn’t really going to leave her alone with this
intimidating man, was he? What do you think? Has he ever said no to a drink?
Unsure if she wanted to plead with him to stay or demand he stay sober—she opened her mouth.
“Mark--"
"Myra.” With the accent, her name rolled off his tongue like an exotic language.
The saliva in her mouth dried and left a taste like ash—like death. She could feel something within
nitrogen, spurred new growth, stronger foliage. Ash was a catalyst for new life and stronger roots.
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her dying with just that one utterance of her name. But ash also nourished soil with an influx of

A light sheen of sweat broke out over her body. She darted her tongue to lick salty moisture from
her upper lip.
Those wide shoulders moved closer and he leaned forward, his smell masculine and rich, like spice
and cedar with a hint of sweetness. “Come dance with me.” He gave her a carnal wink.
Her heart pounded and she wanted to flee, but her body disobeyed once again. Instead of escape, she
stepped toward him, toward the strange, toward the unknown.
Fingers curled around the small of her back. His other hand grasped hers and pulled her into his
embrace.
A moment of clarity blazed in Myra’s mind, and she looked toward the bar. Mark tipped a drink in
one swallow and laughed over a story Gerald relayed. The same old Mark; he’d never change, never
open his eyes, never give her what she needed.
Surrender sighed from her mouth.
Hans tipped her chin. “Better the devil you don’t know, than the devil you do.”
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J. R. R. TOLKIEN
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SOME WHO HAVE
READ THE BOOK, OR
AT ANY RATE HAVE
REVIEWED IT, HAVE
FOUND IT BORING,
ABSURD, OR
CONTEMPTIBLE,
AND I HAVE NO
CAUSE TO
COMPLAIN, SINCE I
HAVE SIMILAR
OPINIONS OF THEIR
WORKS, OR OF THE
KINDS OF WRITING
THAT THEY
EVIDENTLY PREFER.
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Marilyn
Monroe
ON THE METRO

Megan Jenkins

We all shared the same
Russian language class at
Northern Virginia Community
College. Our professor was
also teaching at American
University and one of their
founding institutes, the Carmel
Institute of Russian Culture &
History, was hosting a film
screening at the Russian
Embassy. Their goal was to
interest students in Russian
culture and to facilitate the
Russian language, in this case,
a Russian film.
“What happened exactly?”
he asked. “Megan literally
came back to the theater and
asked me to hand her your
guys’ bags and said you guys
were leaving. Since you guys
are my ride I couldn’t stay.”
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“That was wild,” I said as
my friends and I exited the
Tunlaw Theater at the Russian
Embassy in Washington D.C.
Strolling down a long white
wall that divided the American
soil and the Russian's
safe haven, my friend, Ashley,
agreed. “Yeah it was. I’m so
sorry guys.”
I shook my head. “No, it’s
okay. You have nothing to
apologize for.”
My other friend, Brian, who
was wearing a suit, adjusted
his tie as we walked in the
warm April evening. Much
warmer than one would expect
since D.C seasons were
oscillating between humid hot
or dryly cold.

I start from the beginning, not feeling the need to
apologize for inconveniencing our freeloader friend,
“Ashley wasn’t feeling great in the theater. The
photographer’s camera had that big flash
attachment and the flash just triggered her.”
Ashley adds on, “Yeah, I already had a fucking

That sounds crazy," Brian said.
"It was. He was asking, in Russian, if she wanted
coffee, water or anything afterward," I said.
"He even asked me if I wanted a smoke! " Ashley
exclaimed.
I laughed, knowing it was insanely true. "Yeah,

killer migraine too. I tried to shield my eyes from the

that was so Russian. I'm surprised he didn't just

flashes, but it didn’t help.”

say водка with вода."

I continued, “Yeah, she told me she had to get

We were now walking down Wisconsin Avenue.

out of there, so I helped her down the stairs and we

NW. Dusk had approached to where the sky was no

made it outside. The security guys were all smoking

longer its usual sky blue, but a golden orange that

out there staring at us.”

saturated the skyline. String lights over restaurants

Ashley laughed, “Those dudes were freaking
out.”
I nodded.” Well yeah, they probably don’t want an
American having a seizure and something
happening at their embassy. The second we were
outside they asked if we needed anything. I tried
saying we were okay, but I’m actually glad they got a
doctor. The craziest part though was that they all
only speak Russian, so trying to explain epilepsy in
Russian was just crazy.”
“I understood a little bit of what they were saying
like девушка and the doctor explaining to the
security dudes what was happening,” Ashley
recalled. “But honestly my mind’s a bit fuzzy.”
“The doctor basically grabbed this red and yellow
stick looking thing. It was really small, a bit larger
than a tick-tack. He put it up to your nose and you
just froze. I was so freaked out cause I was expecting
some reaction out of you, but you just stared at me
and looked confused as fuck," I chuckled. I found
that moment funny after it happened, but I was
terrified for my friend when it initially happened. I
was holding her arm while the doctor was looking at
the meter for her blood pressure.
"I totally was! It just stopped me, and it smelt..."
she pondered, struggling to find a word to describe
her experience. "Like hardcore drugs that you get at
the doctors or something. Like gas or a sharpie
smell. Honestly, I have no fucking clue. All I know is
calm," she laughed.

were closing, but restaurants and bars were just
starting to open up. It was a beautiful evening and
dinnertime was just well underway for people.
As we strolled down that long busy street, we saw
a cute candle shop with an arrangement of tulips.
Yellow, red, and pink tulips that were in various
stages of blooming covered the front window from
the outside. Their leaves were long, luscious, and
vibrant green.
I glanced toward Ashley, who was wearing a
simple black shirt and shorts but wore a delicate
black kimono with saturated red flowers and
intricate embroidery along the edges of the sleeves
and bottom of the garment. It was very bohemian
and beautiful.

“Hey Ashley, hold on a sec.,” I said

as I grabbed my phone out to take a picture.
As if knowing what I was thinking, she posed in
front of the flowers and I took a pic.
“It’s a great pic. I’ll send it to you later, my battery
is under 25%.,” I promised.
She shrugged. “Fine with me,” and continued
walking.
We walked for a while, not really having a set
destination or area of interest since our plans were
all changed. The film screening we had RSVPed to
see was set to end at around nine-thirty at night, it
wasn’t even eight o’clock.
“Hey, do you guys want to get something to eat?”
Brian asked.
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that one second I was shaking and the next I was

began to turn on, along with the streetlights. Stores

Ashley and I turned our heads. “You have
something in mind?” I asked.
Brian shrugged.” Well, I know the area. There’s a
cool area not too far from here with food options.”

With that, we ate our food, got up, and made our
way to the metro to explore D.C. at what now almost
ten o'clock at night.
As we made our way to Foggy-Bottom Metro

“Sounds good to me. It’s probably best that you eat

Station, Kelsey asked. “How am I going to get on the

anyway. You probably need some sugar or

metro. I don’t have a pass or anything.”

something in your system,” I said, eyeing Ashley.

Brian answered. “It’s cool Ash. We can grab you one

She agreed. “Yeah I think you’re right.”We followed

when we get there. You just need your money with

our new tour guide, Brian, who really did know

you.”

some great spots along the long strip of the street.

I couldn’t help but side-eye him. “No shit

We walked and made some causal detours to

Sherlock.”

sightsee some of the harbor. Restaurants along the

“Whatever. You know what I meant,” Brian spat,

harbor had the best view. Couples and families were

rolling his eyes.

out and about, either eating dinner or heading

Foggy-Bottom Station was busy. College students

home. There was even an opening area along the

bustled around the station, either going down the

dock where a skateboarder was doing tricks on the

elevator or coming up. George Washington

mini ramps in the center.

University was a couple streets down, so it came to

As we continued on our food journey, there was a

no surprise.

fancy fountain in the middle of a shopping center

escalators, which were long and ran deep. Metro

that had lots of nice restaurants and bars. The area

Stations around the D.C. Metropolitan Area ran

was loud and lively with bustling teenagers, young

underground, connecting everything together like

college students, and sports fans watching some

an ant colony.

previous games at the sports bar.

We made our way to the

Going down the escalators, I walked on the left

We settled for pizza. The place was cute and retro,

side to pass-by the people on the right, where it was

with the signature diner look consisting of the black

an unspoken custom that the left side was for

and white seared floors, blue chair cushions, and

walkers and the right side was for standers.

circle steel bar stools. We sat at the bar stools and

I reached the bottom first, glancing up to see

ate.

Ashley and Brian on the stander’s side. There

As we all ate and reflected on the interesting turn of

weren’t too many people in front of them. There

events, an idea hit me.

were two girls in jean shorts with and simple t-shirts

"Hey, do you guys want to just go into D.C.?" I

wearing backpacks, making me think that they

asked.

probably just came out of class. There was a guy, he

Brian looked up from his food. "I'm down

for whatever."

was on the heavier side, carrying a backpack and

I glanced at Ashley, who shrugged. "This day's

had big headphones in. Another guy was wearing

already crazy as fuck so why not?" she said.

dark colored jeans with a nice shirt tucked in with a

I smiled. "Yeah, I figured why not just add to the

leather belt.

crazy and at least make some good out of all this.

I reached for my iPhone and took a picture of

You haven't gotten to see any of the memorials or

Ashley and Brian. I wanted to catch a good picture of

monuments, have you?"

them coming down the escalators.
Then the breeze came.
I hate dresses.
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She shook her head. "Nope."

I was never a dress wearer on the regular, but since it was the first sight of spring and the Russian
Embassy was no place for jeans and Adidas sneakers, I sucked it up and wore an ivory dress. The dress
was simple, with just ivory and light brown and yellow colored flowers printed on the dress. It was flowy
with the end being longer in the back, but not quite touching the ground like a train. It could be
considered a maxi dress, just with a shorter front.
After snapping the picture, I turned around with the intention of reserving a self-service ticket station.
Then the breeze came.
A metro car had just left the station, and since it was underground, it created a wind that clashed
with the natural breeze by the escalators, creating a vortex wind. It came from all directions.
The entire lower part of the dress came up.
I wore a g-string that day.
A. Nude. G-string.
It took me a full 3 seconds to lower the lower half of my dress. Now, 3 seconds may not seem like a
long time, but when your entire lower half is bare and exposed for all the world to see, adrenaline stops
the sense of time to make it seem like those seconds are eternities.
I got hold of the ends of my dress, wrapped them around my legs and ran to the ATM near the selfservice ticket station.
My friends laughed hysterically as they made their way towards me.
I laughed too, because I knew if I didn’t just laugh, I would have surely cried.
I channeled my inner Marilyn Monroe, who embraced the breeze from the underground subway of
New York in her iconic white dress.
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The
Apus
Cesar Musitani

They are a kind of invisible
connectors between this world
here on Earth with the world
above. They are the links
between the spiritual divinities
who control everything. When I
told my oldest son on the
phone (he lives in Peru) that in
my going back to school
project I had enrolled in APUS,
his immediate response was:
"Cool! You're going to study
with the gods!" That comment
always wanders in my mind
every time I read the acronym
APUS. To be honest, it fills me
with pride to be in an
institution that can have a
creative association of ideas
with something almost sacred.
It is something like as studying
in the Olympus of the Inca
gods.
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Imagine for a moment that I
ask you, or even one of our
professors, what APUS means.
Surely, the obvious answer
would be "American Public
University System." Instead, if
you ask it to me, maybe that
would not be my only answer.
In fact, it has an additional
special meaning for me. If I
omit the traditional reading of
APUS as an acronym and turn
it into a noun as "apus" or as a
proper name as "Apus" I could
say that in my mind the
meaning acquires a mystical
connotation. There is powerful
reason. In Peru, in the original
language of the Incas, the
Quechua, the word "Apus"
means "tutelary gods." The
Apus constitute a central
element in the divine principles
of the millenary Andean
worldview.
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When I lived in Peru (it was twenty years of my life), I had the opportunity to travel a lot for work producing
documentaries and multimedia aimed at the promotion of cultural tourism. However, there was a trip in particular that
changed my mind regarding the appreciation of the Inca cultural heritage. It was a trip to Chuwa-Chuwa, a magical
village with small, modest stone's dwellings with thatched roofs located more than 15,000 feet above sea level, south of
Cusco, the ancient capital of the Inca Empire. It is like making a trip on a time machine and transporting yourself to 500
years in the yesterdays of the history.
As we often say here, this was indeed a trip to the middle of nowhere. We traveled many hours from Cusco to
Paucartambo, and then more many long hours to Kallakancha, a small town of a few little houses located at 11,000 feet
above sea level. It was a journey along dusty, narrow roads bordering mountains and gorges. "Here the world ends,"
said a countryman of Kallakancha. There are no more roads or tracks to go forward in traditional vehicles. What
followed later was a sacrificed journey on foot or riding a mule. It usually takes about eight hours, but we delayed from
sunrise to sunset because we were an expedition of a dozen people loaded with all the paraphernalia of cinema,
photography, and audio. The team included the director of the film, the producer, two cameramen, the photographer,
the sound engineer, and several assistants. A couple of baqueanos (locally knowledgeable young men) who guided us,
helped with the baggage and provisions, and that were going to serve as interpreters. I was the scriptwriter and a kind
of assistant director.
Traveling by mule for a whole day, under the harsh Andean sun, crossing a pair of high mountain passes and going
up and down between rocks and steep slopes is not an easy task for a city slicker. Without a doubt, my buttocks had a
memorable hustle and bustle, which until today still hurts me even decades later. And even more so when that is done
where oxygen is scarce to breathe. However, there was a significant reward with the landscape that appeared showing
the Andes in all its splendor. The Ausangate, the fifth highest mountain in Peru, with its 21,000 feet high, dominated the
stage in the distance with its grandeur. When the violets, reds, oranges, and yellows of the sky gave a farewell party to
the sun, we arrived at Chuwa-Chuwa. That was like watching a live movie from the past. There was about 20 rural stone
dwelling as painted on a couple of bowls of bright green grass and surrounded by hundreds of alpacas and llamas.
"Chuwa" in Quechua means "bowl;" that's why I can confirm that its name lives up to its image: you can see the two
natural bowls, side by side, over the highlands.
Thanks to the excellent work of our guides who mastered ancient Quechua, we were very well received. Proof of
that is that they gave us with great emotion a warm welcome with chicha (fermented beer based on corn, which is like
the official drink since the Inca times) and roasted potatoes of the size of a cherry. Then, I found out that they were part
of the unique selection of potatoes to be planted in the next agricultural season, and that they were used as an offering
only in exceptional occasions, like the visit of someone important. That was, us, and it showed the affection of the
reception, offering the best of the best. Its flavor was unforgettable. Never in my life have I returned to savor a potato
that had so much tenderness of taste and delight. They, the Q'eros, which is how they call themselves these people,
cultivate more than 40 potato varieties at those heights.
The Q'eros is the only direct descendant community of the Incas that has survived since the Spanish conquest
until today. As the Spaniards were expanding their power since they took the Cusco in 1533, the Q'eros resisted the
assimilation to the conquest and went away more and more towards the high mountains. Thus, they remained hidden
until the twentieth century. The first contemporary news about them was from 1922 when an intellectual from Cuzco
published an article identifying the Q'ero as a community that was the "legitimate Children of the Sun." Later, in 1955,
the anthropologist Dr. Oscar Nuñez del Prado was the one who had contact with the Q'eros until the present and who
looks after the preservation of their heritage and cultural values. In 2007, the culture of the Q'ero people was declared
national cultural patrimony, for having preserved its identity through time enriching the cultural heritage of Peru. It is
estimated that some 2,500 inhabitants make up what is known as the Q'ero Nation. They live in a semi-nomadic way
along the verticality of their territory in different ecological levels, from the whiteness of the glaciers to almost 16,500
feet above sea level until the colorful small farms of the high forest at 6,000 feet above sea level. These are their
different habitats in the seasons of the year according to the times of the crops and harvests. Each of the six major
villages of the Q'eros is the center of production of particular agricultural or livestock products, including llamas,
alpacas, knitting and yarn crafts, and crops such as potatoes, corn, quinoa, and various cereals and vegetables. It could
be said that they are an ethnic group who is semi-nomadic to optimize production cycles. That is, people who challenge
even the best ideas of current ecological production.
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Our team spent that night in one of the stone houses. They have only one room, with an area destined to the
furnace of firewood (an artifact of stones that serves as both kitchen and heater) and in the opposite side is the space
intended to sleep. There is no bed or anything like that. One sleeps on piles of hay. The dwelling does not have windows
of the traditional type. There are only a few holes at the top of the walls that serve as ventilation. That night, with the
effects all over my body of the adventure riding the mule, and probably by the action of the chicha consumed without
much discretion in our reception, altitude sickness hit me hard with a headache that pierced my brain and an
intolerable malaise. Of course, there was no doctor or pharmacy, but it was not a problem. One of our guides called the
shaman of the village. He arrived, looked at me, and smiled. He told me in his old Quechua that I had to go to the
stream and drink the water. Almost against my will because of the polar coldness that I felt, I went to the watercourse. I
drank the near-freezing water, that came down from the mountains, making a bowl with both my hands. To feel that
liquid entering into my body was like having ingested a magic potion of well-being and fullness. I was cured. The
shaman explained that it was nothing magical. I just needed to drink water to be in harmony with the Apus and that
tomorrow I would understand better. After that, wrapped up in an aura of purification, I slept with peaceful like a baby.
The next day started very early, well before dawn. It would be very long to detail all the wonders of the place: the
landscape of the mountains, the crystalline stream -where I had drunk the water- reflecting the brilliance of the solar
rays, the domestic animals, majestic condors flying over the landscape, the women weaving their fabrics with
multicolored Inca motifs, the wild flowers of the heights, the work in the fields with ancient hand plows, the children
herding the camelids. In short, all a carousel of natural life as it was in the best days of centuries ago, but there,
displaying for our eyes and cameras. Towards the end of the day, we had the most fabulous reward: a "pago" to the
Pachamama. A ritual of gratitude to Mother Earth. Pachamama is the divinity of the earth and fertility, which is the
feminine spirit that lives under the ground and inside the mountains. Pachamama is the goddess of food production,
and this ritual is linked to sowing, care of growth and harvest. On an Inca fabric that was placed on the ground, there
were objects, stones, cereals, and offerings, such as special chicha for the occasion, coca, tallow, and mullu (Spondyllus
seashells, which we had delivered to them as tribute from the coast and which it is very appreciated, as sacred, by the
Inca peoples). That was the ceremonial altar. The shaman sprinkled the earth with chicha, to invite the Pachamama to
drink. It was the sacred toast called «tinka». He holded a few coca leaves offering them to the sky, and blowed on them
four times, towards each one of the four cardinal point. Everything was sheltered by an ancestral mysticism to
communicate with the Apus, the masculine energy. In the environment, only the wind of the heights reverberated and
was mixed with the monotonous song of the shaman invoking the natural forces. I remember feeling like my body was
floating in the momentum of that divine magic. It was an experience of communion with Nature, like returning to the
roots of my spirit and regenerating myself in every cell of my body, every particle of my soul.
In Quechua, the word Apu has a double meaning: besides "god" it also means "mountain". Apus are the mountain
spirits that protect the Andean peoples, the tutelary gods. The most potent Apus are usually the highest mountains in
the region. In this case, it was the Ausangate mountain, the Apu Ausangate, which was in front of us dominating the
horizon. There are also minor apus, such as smaller hills, lakes, and springs. And the way to communicate with them is
through rituals with offerings, to establish that communion. In the Andean cosmovision, the universe was divided into
three kingdoms: Hanan Pacha (the upper realm/kingdom of the gods), Kay Pacha (the realm of men) and Uku Pacha (the
lower realm or underworld). The mountains rise from the world of men to the Hanan Pacha, giving the Incas the chance
to communicate with their gods. The shaman invokes the masculine energy of the high mountains and lakes to fertilize
the Mother Earth, Pachamama. It is a call for the continuation of a perpetual cycle. After a long run, the water from
springs, small watercourses and streams travel to the unknown lands of the Amazon and then return to fill the lakes
and glaciers every night converted into the river of stars or Willkamayu, or what we know as the Milky Way. That is the
spiritual connection that, in some way, was the contact I established the night before, drinking the water from the
watercourse. And it was the spiritual connection that all those attending that ritual in celebration of Pachamama
established to have a mystical communion with Nature.
For all this, for all that that mystical experience and learning of an ancestral culture meant, I cannot help but think
and remember the Andean Apus when I see APUS written in the name of my university. It will be true what my son said,
even as a wittiness, that I am studying with the gods? And, why not? Maybe it is true. I invite you to imagine APUS as an
immense mountain of knowledge. A knowledge that feeds us every day. A critical thinking that flows like water from
springs. And then, imagine that we connect all that in flows projected towards the future dreamed of academic and
professional mastery. A communion with our future. That is studying in APUS for me. That is, to a large extent, like a
way of being connected with tutelary gods.

